
Small changes make big difference to patients

Karsen Riddell is happy he didn’t listen to the voice in his head that told him “Say ‘No,’” to becoming a

patient advisor for Regina Qu’Appelle Health Region.

“At first it seemed like a lot of work. I didn’t really want to do that. . . . But I said ‘yes’ and I’m very glad

that I did because this has become a very important part of my life.”

Although he’s only 22, Karsen is familiar with the health care system. He is a recovering alcoholic. He

also spent two weeks in hospital as a teenager with an illness that took a long time to diagnose.

“As far as I can tell, things are alright but there’s a lot of ways you can improve.”

Karsen has taken part in four rapid process improvement workshops (RPIWs). An RPIW creates small

tests of change which are trialed over a one-week period. The work is audited at 30, 60, 90 and 180 days

following the RPIW to both fine tune the changes and ensure gains are maintained.

Through this work he has seen impressive changes. Day surgery patients who were once required to

move between floors for tests now receive all their services on one floor; Brief and Social Detox patients

can now access their belongings easily. And a cumbersome 30-page patient instruction document has

been distilled to two pages.

“Those are little things that don’t have a huge difference in numbers but when a patient comes up and

they’ve been asked, ‘How’s your treatment? How was your experience here?’ And they say, ‘Ya, I really

enjoyed it.’ They could say they had a very good experience instead of perhaps a negative one.”

Karsen believes Lean approaches will make the health care system more productive.

“You won’t have tests being missed. You won’t have tests being thrown away. Everything will move just

a little more smoothly. . . .So my vision is for a health care system where the patient feels comfortable

and where providers are very efficient and very happy with themselves because everything is going

well.”
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